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THE POSSIBLE FUTURE BEHAVIOUR OF BERENDON 
GLACIER , CA TADA - A FURTHER STUDY 

By DAVID A. FISHER * and STEPHEN j . JONES 

(D epa rtment of Energy, Mines and R esources, Inland vVaters Bra nch , Ottawa, Ontario, 
Canada) 

ABSTRACT. U ntersteiner and Nye ( 1968) ca lculated the possible future movement of Berendon Glacier, 
B.C. These calculations a re repeated using much improved da ta and a slightly different method for comput
ing the datum state. The predictions that result are very similar to those found in the earlier work. It is 
concluded , however, from mass-balance data , that the chance of the glacier rising su fficientl y in the next 
25 years to be a danger to the mining insta lla tions situated near the snout of the glacier is much grea ter than 
was previously considered. The sensitivity of the theory to changes in inpu t data is discussed. 

R ESUME . Le comportement futur possible du glacier Berelldon, Canada-itude complimentaire. U ntersteiner et 
Nye ( 1968) ont calcule le mouvement futur possible du glacier Berendon en Colombie Brita nnique. Ces 
calculs sont repris a partir de donnees plus su res e t d'une methode legerement differente pour calculer 
l'etat initia l. Les previsions qu i en resulten t sont tres semblables a celles trouvees dans le travail precedent. 
Cependant des donnees sur le bilan de masse permettent de conclure que les chances pour q ue ce glacier 
progresse a u cours des 25 prochaines annees a u point de menacer les installations minieres si tuees pres d e 
son front son t beaucoup plus grandes qu 'on ne I'avait considere. La sensibilite de la methode a des change
ments da ns les donnees de base est discutee. 

Z USAMMENFASSUNG. D as mogliche zukiinJtige Verhalten des Berendon Glacier, Kanada-eine weitere Un lersuc!zullg 
Untersteiner und Nye ( 1968) berechneten das mogliche kUnftige Verha lten des Berendon Glacier in 
British Columbia. Diese Berechnungen werden hier wiederholt, wobei stark verbesserte Werte und eine 
leicht unterschiedli che Methode verwend et werden, um den Grundzustand zu ermitteln. Die sich ergebenden 
Voraussagen sind denjenigen, die in der frUh eren Arbeit gefunden wurden, sehr a hnlich. Es wird jedoch 
auf Grund der M assenhaushaltswerte darauf geschlossen, dass die M oglichkeit fUr ein so hohes Ansteigen 
des Gletschers in den nachsten 25 J ahren, dass er die Grubeninstalla tionen nahe der Gletscherzunge gefahr
den kann, viel grosser ist a ls ursprUnglich a ngenommen. Die Empfindlichkeit der Theorie gegenUber 
Veranderungen der Eingangsdaten wird d iskutiert. 

INTRODUCTION 

Berendon Glacier (Jat. 56° IS' N., long. 1300 oS' W. ) is situated in the Coast Mounta ins 
of British Columbia, Canada. Untersteiner and Nye ( lg68) (referred to in this paper as 
U- N ) calculated the frequency response of this glacier and made predictions about its possible 
future movem ent. They were particularly concerned to see whether, in the nex t 40 years 
or so, the glacier was likely to advance sufficiently to be a danger to the mining installations 
of the Granduc Operating Company, which are situated near the snout of the glacier. The 
data they used, however , " necessarily involved a good deal of guesswork" . Since the publica
tion ofU- N, detailed field measurements have becom e available (Rogerson , in press; Stanley, 
in press) . It was d ecided, therefore, to repeat the earli er calculations using these improved 
data, to see how they affected the predictions and also to see how sensitive the theory is to 
changes in the input data. 

PROCEDUR E FOR SETTING UP T H E DATUM STATE 

The theory used , which is concerned only with cha nges in the glacier that are small 
compared with the overall dimensions, is d eveloped in five papers (Nye, Ig60, Ig63 [a) , 
Ig63[b) , Ig65[b) , Ig6S[c) ) . The nomenclature used here is the same as that used in those 
papers. The datum glacier is characterized by three functions Bo(x), co(x), Do(x) where x is 
a coordinate denoting distance down the glacier, the functions being, respectively, the width 
of the glacier in a datum state, the velocity of kinematic waves multiplied by BD, and the 
diffusivity of kinematic waves multiplied by BD. The suffix zero signifies the datum state. 

• Now a t Department of Astronomy, Victoria U niversity of Manchester, M anchester, England. 
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To estimate these functions for the Berendon Glacier we used the same procedure as that 
described in Nye (1963[b] and 1965[b] ). Since the essential difference between this paper 
and U- N is the data used in determining Bo(x), co(x) and Do(x), we now consider in detai l 
the data used in the two cases. 

The data used by U - N were as follows: 

I. Three 1 :12 000 topographical maps for 1949, 1956 and 1963. None of these maps, how
ever, showed the upper reaches of the accumulation zone, and here U - N had to resort to 
a I :2S0 000 map. 

2. The cross-sectional area , So(x), of the glacier. The bedrock topography was not known 
and had to be inferred from cross-sections of the vall eys in the lower part of the glacier 
and estimated in the upper part. 

3. The variation of the net mass balance, a, with x, estimated by comparing Berendon with 
eight other glaciers along the coast between Washington and Alaska. 

The data used in this work were: 

I. A new 1:10 000 map made in 1968, which has closer contour intervals (10 m ) than an 
previous map and which gives complete coverage of the upper accumulation areas. From 
this, B (x) is determined and B (x) is assumed to be Bo(x). 

2. Net mass-balance data for 1967, 1968, and 1969 (Rogerson, in press; Stanley, in press/ . 
These are shown as a function of x in Figure I. For 1967/ 1968 the data are extrapolated for 
X< 1.8 km. From these measurements, a datum state mass balance is derived by taking 
the mean of the two years' results and displacing it downwards by 0.72 m to satisfy the 

L 

condition J aoBo dx = o. (Nye, 1963[b] ), and this is also shown in Figure 1. 

o 

3. Measured velocities for the bottom half of the glacier for 1967/68 and 1968/69. 
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Fig. /. Mass-balance data for Berendon Glacier. The data for 1967/68 and 1968/ 69 are shown, together with the mean of 
these and also the datum slate chosen. 
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A slightly different method was used to obtain the datum velocities uo (x) . U- N inferred 
thei r uo(x)'s from the equation qo = Souo, using their estimate of So and a value of qo given 

x 

by q o = J aoBo dx. The present authors used measured values of u(x) for the lower par t of 
o 

the glacier and then multiplied each value by uo(L)ju(L) where x = L is the snou t of the 
glacier, in a manner sugges ted by Nye ( lg63[b] ) . In this procedure, uo(L ) is determined 
from the equa tion 

( I) 

which holds for a wedge-shaped terminus of wedge-angle Bo. If ao is the surface slope at the 
terminus and f30 is the bedrock slope, then Bo = ao-f3o. In our case ao (L ) is fixed, ao = 11

0 

was taken from the Ig68 map a nd f30 = 2.5 0 was estimated by first determining the depth of 
the ice, h, at x = 8 400 m from the equation for a parabolic profile, S = i hBo, using U- N's 
value of S, the cross-sectional area of the glacier. H ence uo (L ) was determined from Equation I. 
For our data, Uo (L )jU (L ) = 1.0, by coincidence, which means that the snout is currently in 
equilibrium. To determine the datum velocities for the upper half of the glacier, the values 
used by U- N were taken and moved up the velocity axis so that they j oined up smoothly 
with the values found above for the lower ha lf of the glacier. The resultant values of uo(x) 
are given in Table 1. 

TABLE l. D ATUM STATE VALUES CALCULATED FOR BERENDON GLACIER 

X Z BD eto aD q ox 10- 4 DoX 10- 7 110 Co X 10- 4 

m m m deg m yea r- I m3 year- I m3 year- I m year- I m2 year- I 
0 9 800 15 0 0 0 0 

1862 1. 30 
600 108 10 14·3 756 8.8 18 58.4 

I 710 1.15 
1200 9460 12.2 I 472 20·4 25 70.9 

1 58 1 0·95 
1800 63 10 I 1.5 I 785 26·3 25 48.2 

1 459 0.70 
2400 3750 3·9 I 979 87·3 27 30 .9 

1418 0·55 
3 000 3300 6·9 2057 5 1.0 3 1 3 1.2 

1345 0.20 
3 600 2790 5·5 1989 62.0 37 3 1.8 

I 287 - 1.1 0 
+ 200 '2360 3·7 I 790 83.0 46 32.9 

I 247 - 1.50 
+ 800 2040 5.2 1590 524 54 33·7 

I 193 - 1.60 
.'i 400 1880 4·3 1 39 1 55·5 62 35 .2 

I 148 - 1.80 
6000 I 760 +7 I 186 43·3 45 24.0 

1099 - 2.00 
6600 1490 5·5 981 30.6 50 22.6 

104 1 - 2.30 
7 200 1620 6. 1 760 21.3 60 29.6 

977 - 2·55 
7 800 1330 15·5 561 6.1 60 24·3 

810 - 3·45 
8400 850 8·5 367 7·4 30 7.8 

720 - 4.60 
8 900 700 11.0 0 0 29 2.0 

- 5·95 

x, distance from head of glacier x 

-, height of surface above mean sea level q o = J aoBodx = discharge 

BD, width of glacier 0 

Do = 3q o cot eto = diffusion coefficient X BD 
eto, slope of surface 110 = ice veloc ity 
aD, mean balance in datum state Co = 3Bollo (except near terminus) = wave velocity X BD 
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With these data, a datum-state glacier was set up and the result is shown in Table T. 
This may be compared with table I ofU- N (p . 207). The major difference is in the velocity 
column Uo where our velocities are in general, lower than U - N's. This causes a corresponding 
fall in Co, because Co = 3Bouo (except near the terminus) for a pal'abolic channel (Nye, I965[a] , 
table HIc, p. 678). 

C OMPARISON OF THE PREDICTIONS 

The theory given by Nye ( I963[b] ) connects the time variation in the mean mass balance 
a, (t ), with the time variation in the thickness of the glacier, h, (I), at the particular value of x 
through the equation 

where the dots denote differentiation with respect to time, and the ,\'s are numerical coefficients 
that may be computed for the particular x in question. The values of the ,\'s at x = 8 550 m 
(corresponding to the location of the portal to the mine) were computed by the method 
described by Nye ( I963[b] ) using the functions Bo(x ), co (x ), D o(x ) as input data. The values 
obtained for Ao, A, and A2 are shown in Table II compared with those found by U - N. The 

TABLE 11. SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS OF T HIS PAPER COMPARED TO U - N's 

Rate oJ 
Time to change Net mass 

Riference Datum State '\'s <em time rise to in height balance rise 
the portal at the needed to 

portal overwhelm 
at t = D portal 

'\0 ", "2 1= 0 t:.T 11 (0) a, 
year-' year A .D. year m year- ' m year- ' 

U - N 0.0025 0. 12 1.8 1963 20 - 2·4 + 1.20 
This paper 0.00078 0.066 1.7 1968 15 - 4·5 + 2.2 
U - N 0.0025 0. ' 2 1.8 ' 963 40 - 2-4 + 0.70 
This paper 0.00078 0.066 r .7 ' 968 35 - 4·5 r 0·99 

problem is lo assess the likelihood that h, at the portal will reach a critical level within a 
specified time. U - N took 1963 as their reference time, t = 0, and specified times of 20 and 
40 years. W e took 1968 as our zero time and specified times of 15 and 35 years to compensate 
for the five-year difference. Moreover, whereas U - N considered that in 1963 the ice had to 
rise 19 m to overwhelm the portal, we considered a rise of 35 m was necessary from its 1968 
level. Our procedure was the sam e as U- , namely, to assume a polynomial in t for h, (t ) 
that is (a) consistent with what is known about h[ in 1968 and (b) will make hJ t ) have the 
critical value 35 m at a time 35 (or 15) years later. We then use Equation (2) to compute 
the corresponding function ar (t ), and assess the likelihood of such a variation in the light of 
the mass-balance data. 

From the topographic maps we deduced that the ice thickness in the region under con
sideration was diminishing by about 4.5 m /year. (U - N used 2.4 m /year. ) Thus, taking 
t = 0 in 1968, we have h, (o) = 0 (by definition ), hr (o) = - 4.5 m /year, 1z, (35) = 35 m . 
The simplest polynomial function hr (t ) consistent with this information is (curve Lr in Figure 2) 

Izr (t ) = p[t+PP, 
where Pr and /12 are constants that can be determined. Then 

h, (t ) = p, + 2pzt, hr (t ) = 2P2' 
and all higher derivatives are zero. So, substituting this in Equation (2) and using the values 
of the ,\'s and p's we find 
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in units of metres and years. This is an a lmost linear variation in a, from the value 
+ 0 .24 m /year at t = 0 to + 0.99 m /year at t = 35 years (curve B, in Figure 2). When the 
calculation is repeated with the postulate that the ice reaches the critical level in 15 years 
instead of 35 years, the result ing curves are shown in L z and B z of Fig ure 2. Table II 
summarizes the results of this paper and compares them with U - '. It can be een that the 
required values that a, (t ) should attain by 1983 and 2003 to cause the portal to be buried 
are somewhat greater in the present calculation although we did require the glacier to 
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Fig. 2. Curves L , alld L z ,' postulated change ill ice level near tUllnel portal. Ice reaches portal in 35 and 15 years respectively. 

Curves B, alld B z ,' calculated mear. mass balances corresponding to curves L, and L ,. 

respond slightly more quickly, and by a somewhat greater amount, than did U- . H owever, 
U- N thought such a deterioration in climate unlikely whereas our data give a mean mass 
bala nce for 1967/68 and 1968/69 of + 0.72 m /year, and there has been a steady thickening 
in the accumulation basin since observations were begun in 1963 (W. H . Mathews, private 
communication in 1969) . Stanley (in pre s) give a ma s balance of + o. 78 m /year but this was 
calculated in a slightly different way and so the two values are considered to be in agreement. 
If our value of + 0 .72 m /year persists, we calculate that the ice level will reach the portal in 
about 1994'* 

* Note added in proof. Preliminar y results for ' 969/ 70 indicate a mean mass ba lance of a bout + '.3 m. This va lue 
I'a lls close to our Bz curve of Figure 2. 
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SENSITIVITY OF THE PREDICTED RESPONSE TO THE DATUM STATE CHOSEN 

The major difference between the datum states used by U - N and the present authors was 
in the velocity values used, as mentioned earlier. On average, our velocities were 1.5 times 
smaller than U- N's although uo (L ) was 2.0 m /year in this calculation against U - N's 0.7 m /year. 
The response of the terminus is directly related to uo (L ) (via co(L )) and an error in co(L ) lead. 
directly to an equal percentage error in the calculated response. But we were not interested 
in the response of the terminus (x = 8900) but at x = 8550 m where the value chosen for 
co(L ) is not so important. Figure 3 shows the computed response of the glacier to a unit pulse 
in al (t ) and can be compared with U- Ps figure 3a, p . 21 I. The response at xJL = 0.96 is 
close to the mine portal position and the main difference between U- N's value and Figure 3 
is the time of the maximum peak which is 60 years in our work and about 35 years in U- N . 
This is almost entirely due to the smaller velocity figure that we used, because the velocity 
of a kinematic wave is directly proportional to the ice velocity. 
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Fig. 3. Computed response of Berendon Glacier to a unit pulse. hi is the increase of thickness in metres. The mean balance wa.< 
taken as + I m/year from t = 0 to t = I year and zero at other times. Numbers agaillst the curves rifer to the values of 
x /L. For points higher up glacier than x /L "" 0.15 the initial increment in thickness begins to deul)' at once. For point; 
lower down the glacier a flood wave builds liP and then decays. 
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In order to see how sensitive the predicted response is to changes in the input data, the 
programs were run with experimental datum sta tes constructed with the 1968 datum as a 
basis. In calculating the A's the 1968 datum state data were altered in a number of ways: 

( . By putting in U- N's Do(x ) fun ction, or equivalently using their ao (x ) fun ction . 
2. By putting in U - N 's co(x) or equivalently using their uo(x ) function, but keeping co(L ) = 2.0. 
3· By putting in values of co(x ) equal to the 1968 values nea r x = 0 and x = L but equal to a 

constant value for all other values of x . The constant value was the average of the 1968 
co( " ) function . 

4. By putting in an ao (x) different from the U-l and the 1968 function. The U -N and 1968 
ao (x) resulted in very nearly the same ice discharge q o(x), while this trial mass balance 
func tion gave a q o(x) approximately twice that of U - N and the 1968 datum state. 

Of all these experimental datum states only (2) gave A's significantl y different f!"Om those 
of the 1968 datum state a nd even then the required future values of al in 2003 were all 
between 0.5 and 1.1 m year- I. 

The same experimental data were used to calculate the response to a unit pulse. O nly (2) 
gave a response markedly different from that represented in figure 3 for the 1968 datum sta te. 
T he maxima at X jL = 0.96 all occurred close to t = 60 years except (2) where the maximum 
was 47 years after the end of the pulse. This was because, as mentioned earlier, U - N's 
velocities were on average 1.5 times grea ter than ours. 

From using these different experimental da tum states it was concluded that the resu lts 
were most sensitive to the uo(x ) fun ction, but also it seemed that d etailed knowledge of the 
velocities was not necessary for this type of calculation. Knowing uo(x ) near x = 0, x = L 
and having an idea of its average value in between seemed to be adequate. Similarly, details 
of oo (x) did not appear necessa ry for these calculations. The results were rather insensitive 
to variations in ao (x ) a nd probably a straight-line approximation of ao(x) would produce all 
the de tails reported above. However, a detail ed knowledge of a(x ) is still needed to calculate 
the net balance. 

It follows, of course, that the main cause for uncertainty in making predictions was the 
uo (x) fun ction . The method used to find it from the m easured values ofu (x) was indirect and 
a lthough the values were reasonable, it would have been reassuring to have had some measured 
ice d epths from which we could ob tain "alley profil es S (x ), and obtain uo (x ) from 
lIo(x ) = q o(x )/So (x ), making the ass umption that S (x ) and So (x ) did not greatly differ. 

CONCLl'SIONS 

The predicted response of Berendon G lac ier calculated using a considerable amoun t of 
field m easurem ents is similar to that found by U - N using very li ttle data. For the mine portal 
to be buried by 2003 A.D . , U - N predict that the net balance must ri e to 0.70 m /year, whi le we 
predict i t has to rise to 0.99 m /year. Our field measurements, however, show that the 1968 
mean mass balance is + o. 72 m /year, rather than close to zero (for 1963) as was thought by 
U- N. It is concl uded , therefore, that there is a much greater chance of the portal being buried 
in the mid -1 990's , than was thought by U - N. 

The theory is shown to be most sensitive to changes in the velocity figures used , uo (x ), 
a lthough a detail ed knowledge of uo(x) is probably unnecessary. Similarly a d etail ed know
ledge of mass balance is not necessary to set up the datum state, a lthough the mean mass 
balance is needed to compare with the final prediction . 
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